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Aggressive turn on immigrants
HOMELAND SECURITY » New enforcement policies reveal
Trump’s sweeping goals; more in US facing deportation
By MICHAEL D. SHEAR
AND RON NIXON
NEW YORK TIMES

WASHINGTON — President Donald Trump has directed his administration to enforce the nation’s immigration laws more aggressively,
unleashing the full force of the fed-

eral government to find, arrest and
deport those in the country illegally, regardless of whether they have
committed serious crimes.
Documents released Tuesday by
the Department of Homeland Security revealed the broad scope of the
president’s ambitions: to publicize
crimes by undocumented immi-

grants; strip such immigrants of privacy protections; enlist local police
officers as enforcers; erect new detention facilities; discourage asylum
seekers; and, ultimately, speed up
deportations.
The new enforcement policies put
into practice language that Trump
used on the campaign trail, vastly
expanding the definition of “criminal aliens” and warning that such
unauthorized immigrants “routinely victimize Americans,” disregard

the “rule of law and pose a threat” to
people across the United States.
Despite those assertions in the
new documents, research shows
lower levels of crime among immigrants than among native-born
Americans.
The president’s new immigration
policies are likely to be welcomed
by some law enforcement officials,
who have called for a tougher crackTURN TO IMMIGRANT » PAGE A2
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HIGHWAY 37

Still no
estimate
for route
to open
Caltrans cites several
factors for delay with
flood-related repairs
By DEREK MOORE
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

KENT PORTER / THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

Frustrated motorists who’ve
anxiously waited for Highway 37 in northern Marin County to reopen will be disappointed
to learn Caltrans still cannot estimate when flood-related work
will finish.
The highway, a major commuter thoroughfare for people
living in four North Bay counties, has been closed in both
directions between Highway
101 and Atherton Avenue since
Feb. 9.
“We’ve gotten a lot of work
done, but with the rain being
this unpredictable, we don’t
want to put out any guesses because things can change,” Bob
Haus, a Caltrans spokesman,
said Tuesday.
The highway was partially
or fully closed in the same area
over the course of 12 days in
January. Officials pin blame for
the problems on a number of
factors, including heavy rain-

James Fipps transports his dogs using a makeshift raft on Lakeport’s Esplanade Street as water from Clear Lake inundated homes Tuesday. In
Lakeport, evacuation orders issued affected about 135 people. Clear Lake was more than a foot over its 9-foot flood level.

135 forced to flee in Lakeport as wind topples trees on Russian River

OROVILLE DAM

Many unsure
who’s at fault
for problems

By GLENDA ANDERSON
AND RANDI ROSSMANN
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

CLEAR LAKE — Debra Hill slowly made
her way through the floodwaters rising
around her Lakeport home Tuesday, determined to take her deaf and blind Boston
terrier, Bruiser, across the street for a walk
on dry land.
Like many shoreline residents here, Hill
and her husband, Jim, have stayed at their
property as the latest winFLOODING
ter storm pushed Clear
IN SAN JOSE
Lake well over its banks,
to its highest level since
Crews in chest1998, inundating homes,
deep water
rescue residents flooding lakeside streets
using boats after and bringing some aspects
creek overflows of life in Lake County to a
halt.
in region / A7
The bad news for many
of those affected is that runoff into this massive lake is so plentiful it is expected to continue to rise through Friday, triggering additional flooding and more evacuation orders.
“If it goes up any more,” Hill said, she
and her husband would leave, taking shelter at the Seventh Day Adventist Church
in Lakeport, where the Red Cross has set
up an evacuation center that hosted about
40 people overnight Monday.
This is life during one of Northern California’s rainiest winters on record, a
daily show and struggle with nature as a
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By JOSE A. DELREAL
WASHINGTON POST

BETH SCHLANKER / THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

Forestville homeowner John Powers looks across his living room Tuesday toward what used to
be his bedroom, which was destroyed by a tree that crashed through his home Monday night.
seemingly endless string of storms erases
outward signs of the state’s long drought
while punishing many communities closest to rising creeks, rivers and reservoirs.
Late Tuesday, the Lake County Sheriff’s
Office advised residents of all low-lying,
flood prone areas to be prepared for evacuations and to leave sooner rather than lat-

er. Officials advised those residents to gather medications, pets and important papers.
In Sonoma County, the latest storm
chased two days of steady rainfall with
driving winds that Monday night toppled
large trees, hitting at least one occupied

OROVILLE — Larry Bowen
ducked beneath the large white
portico to escape the freshly
falling rain, the first droplets of
a thick storm that would pour
down over Northern California
later that night. He and his wife,
Robin, came to this hillside outpost to look out at the Oroville
Dam, like hundreds of others in
recent days who were suddenly
all too aware of infrastructure,
spillways and reservoir levels.
One week before, they were
among the 180,000 people ordered to evacuate their homes
amid fears that erosion had compromised the dam’s spillway system, which is used to regulate
the water in the dam’s reservoir.
The situation has improved
and the immediate threat of
catastrophic floods has passed,
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